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Why contribute to Clicklaw?

Clicklaw enhances access to justice by providing a centralized point where people in BC

can find legal info & services from trusted organizations. Clicklaw is accessed by close to

200K people each year. By contributing your resources, you'll make them more accessible.

 

What can I put on Clicklaw?

Check our content criteria & guidelines: bit.ly/ClicklawContent

 

How do I start?

See our Guide for contributors like you: bit.ly/ClicklawGuide

 

Helping someone use Clicklaw?

Point them to our Tutorial Videos: bit.ly/ClicklawVideos

 

How do I stay up to date on Clicklaw and other contributors' news?

> Email editor@clicklaw.bc.ca with any questions. 

> We support you in the following ways: monthly site-wide checks for broken links, bi-

annual or annual check-ins with all contributor organizations re: staff turnover & other

changes, training for new staff. 

> Find out what other organizations are adding to Clicklaw by subscribing to

blog.clicklaw.bc.ca and following us on Twitter or Facebook @Clicklaw

 

It is your responsibility as a contributor to ensure that your organization's resources are

updated, added and removed regularly from Clicklaw. This helps users find the most recent

resources, and allows us to scale up and bring on more organizations to participate. Thank

you for your support in making the law more accessible to people in BC.
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What's the purpose of the Clicklaw Blog?

To centralize and streamline news about legal info, educational

materials, services, and other resources available for the public + those

who help the public in BC.

 

Do you have any rules for posts?

> Make it clear who you are writing for.

> Try to write it in plain language. That means explaining any jargon,

and making sure that each word has its purpose.

> We encourage visuals, whether it's a picture related to your post, an

infographic, or photos of the people involved. 

> We encourage 250-500 words, but these guidelines are flexible. 

 

Who reads the Blog? Where is it promoted?

The most recent blog posts are highlighted on the main page of

Clicklaw, which is visited thousands of times each month. We also

promote posts through social media, and are subscribed to by

advocates, librarians, and community workers across BC.

 

OK, I'd like to get started.

Contact us at: editor@clicklaw.bc.ca

CLICKLAW: BLOG


